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The coarse as outlined here is arranged for a three
years' course in speech training as given at the Weymouth High
School, Weymouth, Massachusetts. The time allowed for this work
is one forty-five minute period a week. The classes are limited
to fifteen in order to give each student an opportunity for
individual work each week.
A few branches of speech training given elsewhere are
deliberately omitted. There is no special emphasis on voice
work other than that which is given to meet the specific need
of the individual, as there is a course in voice training given
by a special teacher. There is no specific course in gesture or
pantomime other than that given individual cases where needed, as
such work seems unnecessary in these particular courses. When
the student works in the field of the short-story and drama where
he needs pantomime, he receives instruction to meet his needs-
There is no special course in phonetics. First, there is
not time for it, and secondly, I consider it unnecessary in this
New England town y/here we have a small percentage of for sign-born •
Out of a total number of 250 students in speech training,
I have only one case of stammering (very slight), and one caie
of lisping. These students have been given special attention
and have shown a decided improvement. The case in lisping was
practically cured, but the girl's mother had become so accustomed
to her daughter's lisping that she didn't like the improvement.
The mother said that it did not sound natural not to hear her daught
lisp. However, the student knows how to overcome it.
1c
c
niM3DIAT3 OBJECTIVES OF SPESCE TRAnaKG COURSE
I. To supplement the work of the English department in the
follot^ring ways:
1. To help to establish correct hatits in oral English.
2. To correct errors in speech.
a. Faulty articulation,
"b. " enunciation.
b. Incorrect pronunciation.
3. To assist i'i building a good speaking vocabulary.
II. To help the student to acquire poise.
1. Overcome unpleasant mannerisms (both speech and action)
2. To increase self-confidence.
2. To help the student to overcome self-consciousness
where it seriously interferes V7ith his progress,
(specific cases in mind here.)
4. To assist him in adjusting himself socially.
III. To help the student to express his thoughts clearly, truthfully,
and convincingly.
I6-'
UHIT I
BiroUCIATION, ARTICULATICN. and PEOmTCIJiTICN
In order to speck well, it is necessary to hcve an idea
of what good speech consists. Correct vowel sounds, clean-cut
articulation, good choice of ords, approved pronunciation, and a
pleasing voice are the chief constituents of good speech. It
does not mean that you are to become affected or stereotyped in
your manner of speaking, "but that gradually you will acquire ease
in speaking well, anci. your excellent speech v;ill he yours, — it
will be natural,—a part of you.
In the study of T,ords and sounds, it is well to learn
first the met-aings of the various diacritical marks, so that whan
you find a word in the dictionary for ?/hich you have been looking
you v.ill be able to recognize the symbols indicating the pronunci
tion.
The signs in the follOT^liig classification are used both
for vowels and consonants:
' 1. The macron
E • Th e br ev e ^
2. The circumflex A
I, Vowel Marks 4, The single dot .
5. The double dot ..
6. The tilde or wave
7. The bar -
1. The single dot •
2. The tilde or wave
3. The bar -
II. Consonant Marks 4. The dotted bar
_.
5. The cedilla
^
Note: This vowel chart and the explanations on the following pag
are taken from "How Should I pronounce," by fhyfe. I found
ii necessary to include this in the course for :"irst-year
fctudents as mtny of them did not recognize nor undsr stand
the diacritical marks.
1c
c
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^
VC"3I MARKS
1. The macron (— ) . This sign consists of a short horizontal
line placed over a vowel or digraph, anf: indicates that this vowel
or digraph is the symhol of a long sound, so called.
The following are its uses:
a - a. like a in ale
e - e.
ff
e " eve
i - i. n i " ice
0 - 0, tf 0 " old
a - a. »f u " tube
S - ya, !» U " U8 e
y - i.
ft
y " my
00 - 00, rt 00 " ooz e
( ). Thi £ sign consis 1
s
over a vov. el or digraph, and indicates that this vowel or digraph is
the symhol of a short sound.
The following are its uses;
a
,
like a in at
e.
tt
e
ft ebb.
i
,
ti i fT it.
0, M 0 II odd
,
11 u
M
up.
Tt
y
Tt cyst
.
00 tt 00 tt wool
3. The circumflex fx^), This sign consists of a caret placed
over a vowel.
The following are its uses:
t - a, like a in fare
t - e, " e in ere
^ - 0, " 0 in order
S - u, " u in urge
cA
34. The singld dot (*),- This sign is placed at times over,
and at others ander» the vowel vvfcose sound it incic&tes.
The following are its uses;
a - a, like s in ask.
a - 0, like a in what.
6 - u, " 0 " other.
9 - S'o, " 0 "wolf
a - at), " a " tall.
5. The double dot (**). This sign is placed at times over,
and at other times under, the vov,el ^iiose sound it indicates.
The following are its uses.
a - a, li e a in arm.
& - C', " a in all.
T - e, " i " pique.
0 - Ot), " 0 " prove
ii - 00 " u "rude
6. The tilde or wave ( ). This sign consists of a horizon-
tal wave-like line placed over the vo;. el v.tiose sound it indicates.
"e - "e , like e in ermine.
i " irksome.
7. The "bar ( ~) . This sign is placed und r the vowel
whose sound it indicates.
j8 - a, like e in prey.
CQNSONAI^ MAP.KS
1. The single dot (.) - This sign is placed over the conson-
ant whose sound it indicated.
Its one use is the following:
g - J., like g in gin.
^. The tilde or wave ( ), This sign it placed over the con-
sonant Tiiose sound it indicates. Its one use is the following:
'n - ny, like n in canon.
/
43. Th6 bar (-). This sign is placed over, under, and
through the consonant or digraph v^hose sound it indicates.
The following are its uses*.
g - g, like g in get.
n - ng, " n " linger
^ - " c " call,
•eh - k, " ch " chorus
th - th, " th " thy
4. TLe dotted bar (»_). This sign consists of a horizontal
line with a dot placed over it. It is placed under the letter
whose sound it inclicates.
The following are its uses*.
S - z, like s in has.
X - "gz , " X " exist
5. The cedilla ( ). This sign, shf.ped soraev.hst like the
figure 5, is £n importatdti on from the Spanish, and is a diminutive
of the Greek letter (zeta). It ie used only under the letter c.
The f0 11 ov7i ng are its us e s
:
^h - sh. like eh in chaise
^-s, " c"cede.
Cl&ss gxercise
Place on the board as many words as you can illustrating the
use of these various diacritical maxkb.
Assignment
Look up the following words and bring them to class marked
correctly:
congenial tempestuous embroider
ingenuous tenacious embodiment
incognito resilience elucidate
syllogism requiem elevtte

5CLASS SXSRCISE
Pronounce all vowel sounds carefully. Make round, clear
tone^. Note the various chtjiges which take place in the organs
of speech as they pass from one vowel to another. What difference
do you note "between the making of long a (a), and dotted a (a)
assigit!.:^i:t
Be prepared to answer the following questions v,i th a
one -minute t£lk;
1. Do you like pleasing speech': Thy?
2. Do yc u prefer to hear words pronounced correctly';
3. Are you conscious of any difference in the speech
of your fellov, students':
4. Do you hc-ve greater respect for one ?.ho speaks
well than for one who mispronounces words and uses
vulgar speech':
5. Do you think that go:c" speech makes any differ E:nce
in one's chc^racter':
6. "That £r e the advioitLges todLy of gooc! speech?
7. T7hat errors in speech do you notice m:st frecuently?
8. Does the manner in i^hich vowel sounds are enunciated
make much difference in the speech?
Class exercise
While the students are giving the above speeches, list the
errors mtde in English. list the errors in pronunciation. Do you
notice any pleasing tones':
ff
/
A
ARTICUIATICN
6
CONSCNAiJTS: have seen that the emission of vowel
sounds correctly^ produces good enunciation. The letters which are
used with the vowels and which form the "Joints" in words are
called consonants. These contonants, .-.hen emitted distinctly,
clarify the speech. Lazy tongue and lip movements produce
"foggy" consonant sounds.
Class Exercise
Ti-ke each consonant in the alphebet anu notice where it is
made. Note the difference between "d," and "T," and "n," snd "1,".
The tip of the tongiie is used with each but v,i th a slight variation
in breath and tone production.
Assignment
Take th^ following words and use a s ries of three or four
in the same sentence. Give the sentence alcud several times. Note
your consonant sounds.
mat deep nasturtium liquid
tat dent nasc snt lovely
tip dandelica nionentity languish
tear damask nocturne lily
task dastard nimbus last
Note: In pronouncing "1," do not let your tongue get too far back.
"1" ie c delightful sound when made lightly v.lth the tip of
the tongue well forv.ard.
Class Bxercise
Note hor "th" is mt^ue. Hc-v £• you ever -heard people say "dese,
dem, and dose," for "these, them, and those"? What error do they
make? Let us have an individual diagnosis of speech faults. Each
student listen to his own errors. Make a list of speech defects as
noted in recitation.
fi
r
7Assignment
following
Compose sentancss using all of the
./ ' v,-ords. Use at least
two in each sentence.
Thetan Thurs day-
theology thrust
thermometer thrift
Thespian threshold
thoughtful threnody
Class Sxercise
Pronounce v-.ords commencing with "wh" and note the difference
wti en omitting the "h."
wear wti ere
wen wh en
watt WtLiit
wi t ch which
wi ght white
weather whether
woe wtioa
wit whit
wet whet
weal wheel
wale whale
Assi gnment
Compose ten sentences using st least 4 of the v.zrds listed
atove in the same sentence. Be careful not to drop the "h" in "wh"
so und s
,
The "ing" and the "ing-g" "Srror
The coirect pronunciation of "ing" is important. Words ending
in "ing" shculc not he pronounced as if they ended in "in," neither
should they he pionounced as if they ended in "ing-g."
Assig'nment
Take the following words anc. look up correct pronunciation.
Is there any reason foi the variation in pronunciation?
ingle ingoing ingot inglorious
inguinal ingredient finger singer
dingle ding mingle 7,-ing
lingo ringer running walking
see h-ttom page o

8Assignment
Bring to class as m&ny words &s you can find ending in "iag,"
Pronounce each of these words alcac at least ten times so that the
correct pronane ietion v.lll become a habit.
PF.OHUITCI^TICN
Correct pronunciation of words should also carry with it a
knowledge of the derivation of ?/ords. Sv^ry time you look for a
word in the dictionary, you should seek not only the correct accent
on syllables, and the correct vowel and consonant sounds, but you
should memorize its meaning anc derivation. Cf course, vocabulary
buildiii^ .might well be ta>en in a course ly itself; but if you
will try to keep in mind certain prefixes and suffixes you will be
able to give the definiti n of many v,ords 7;ithout looking them up.
There are many words which are continually mispronounced by
people who knov. better. If you do not knov- the pronunciation of
a woid look for it as soon as you c£n, and when you have found it
repeat it enough times so that you will not forget it.
Assignment
Look up the correct pronunciation of the following vords. Take
the first pronunciation listed as preferable. Get the definition.
Repeat the pronunciation of the 7,ord at least ten times. Use the
word in a sentence.
abdomen alias comparable municipal
s-^^lt Blias condolence primarily
address calliope details obligatory
advertisement Penelope despicable peremtory
allies chastisement finance acclimate
combatant consummate (adj.) exigency
exemplary superfluous exGuisite mischievous
note: The "ing-gV the omission of ths "g" in ing ending, and the "wff
faults are common ones in my classes.

Asei gnment
Bring to class one page from one of Thsckeray's novels, one of
Emerson's essays, one of Shakespeare's plays, or any other selection
from a standard author. Copy it carefully when you find a page which
contains tt least five ^Tords vvl th which you are unfamiliar. Get
the definitions and derivations of these words. Briiig your selection
to class and ce prepared to tell us why you would or .vould not care
to add those ^ords to your speaking vocthulary. Is there any
difference tetv/een the speaking, writing, and reading vocabularies':
Class B^tertfise
Give the tro words which you have added to your vocabulary
this week. Can ;^ou use them correctly?
SUMMARY
This first unit in speech training should assist you as
follows: *
1. It should help you to discover speech defects.
2. " " " n Tt (JO. rect errors in pr onuaci ati cn.
" make you more conscious of speech improve-
ment.
4. It Should stimulate a desire for vocabulary
-building.
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US^ OF IVCRDS: perhaps one of the most important ways
in which speech training supplements the work of yoar 3nflish
department, is in the enrichment of your speaking vocabulary. Yoa
are taught that you have three distinct vocabularies; your reading
vocabulary, your £peakin£ Dcabulary, and your writing vocabulary.
When you stud^' v.ords, note especially the meanings of
the various suffixes -and prefixes as found in the dictionary. Then
try to remember a synonym and an antonym for each word. After a
while you v.lll find that the study of words in like an interesting
game.
In your study of Snglish, have you ever thought how many
synonyms there were for one word? Have you ever thought how
well you would speak if you would use just the right word to ex-
press your meaning? Kote the famous "Go Family," as found in
"Eigh School English," by Eitchcock. It appears below.
Class i:xercise.
Use the follov.ing words correctly in a sentence to be
given orally:
"Advance, amble, ascend, bolt, canter, clambrr, creep,
dance, dath
,
dart, dawdle, depart, descend, dog-trot, fare, file,
float, fly, gallop, glide, hasten, hie, hike, hobble, hop, hurry,
hustle, idle, jog, journey, leap, limp, lope, lounge, lurk, march,
meander, mince, move, pace, parade, pass, plod, ply, proceed,
promenade, quickstep, race, ramble, reel, rereat, ride, roam, roll,
run, rush, sail, sally, saunter, scamper, scramble, scud, scurry,
shamble, shuffle, sidle, skate, skim, skip, skulk, slide, slip,
slouch, sneak, soar, speed, squirm, stagger, stalk, stamp."
c
UNIT II
PAUSE, INFLSCTIOH.CEAHGS OF PITCH, and PHRASING
In order to read aloud intellig:9atly , or to speak in public
in such a manner that the audience will get the most out of Vvhat you
are eaying, there are a few principles to master. The most importsnt
of these are pause, inflection, change of pitch, and phrasing.
The first point to recognize, however, in connection with all
of these is the value of thinking. It is possible to read words from
the written page without knowing what you are reading. It is possible
to read these words aloud so that the listener, although he cfctches
every word, may not be able to get the meaning. Perhaps you have
heard one of your fellow- stud ents give a passage from Shakespeare,
which he has carefully memorized, and you have felt, v;hen he was
giving it, that he w£S giving words parrot fashion, eind you have been
sure that he didn't kuovr \vhafc he was talking about. If that student
had been stopped at any point during his recitation, he would not
have been able to tell you the meaning of what he hod just given.
Then we resd aloud, provided we read v.ith naturaless and earnest
nesE, we read more Slowly than when reading silently. The mind is
actually held upon one poiat until 'a definite impression is made, then
the mind leaps to the next idea. There is a natural pause between
ideas or phrases c.s the mind leaps from one idea to the next.
Class Exercise
Read Ibhe following poem first, simply reading words, then reud
it for the meaning. Try to get lih e thought in the poem so that a
listener would get the complete meaning the first time you read it
aloud
:
Ic
IE
The House and the Road
The little Ro&d says Go,
The little House says Stay;
And C, it's bonny here at home,
But I must go away.
The little Road, like me,
Tould seek and turn and know;
And forth I must, to letrn the things
The little Road to uld show.'
And go I must, my de£.rs,
iii'id jour.-ey while I mt-y.
Though heart be sore for the little House
That had no word but Stay.
Maybe, no other way,
Your chile could evsr know
7hy a litt-le House would have you Stay,
"Then the little Road Bays, Go.
Josephine Preston Peabody.
HThat changes do you notice take place in the reading of the
poem? In which rs&ding did you pause more? Does earnest thinking
produce much change in the reading?
PAUSE
In ordinary conversation, the speaker pauses occasionally
when there is a. transition of thought, or when he wishes to
emphasi^ie a point. This principle may be applied to reading
and public speaking. Silence precedes utterance. This silence,
or pause, is not hesitation. Hesitation is a mind-blank, but
pause is a period for intense thinking. The length of the
pause depends upon the i.itensity of the thinking and the depth
of the impression. TThen the pause is lengthened, the following
phrase is more vigorous.
fc
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Class Exercise.
Rean the following poem aloud and note the value of
pause in reading. There go you notice a natural desire to
pause?
I hide in the solar glory, I am dumh in the pealing soag,
I rest on the pitch of the torrent, in slimber I sm strong
No nu-nhers have counted my tallies, no tribes my house can
fill,
I sit by the shini.ag Fount of life, and pour the deluge
still; . .
.
Ko ray is dimmed, no atom worn, mu oldest force is gooo as
new.
And the fresh rose on yonder thorn gives back the bedning
heavenfi in dev..
IJmerson.
Assignment .
1. Study, carefully an interesting prose oi poetry selection.
After studying it suf iciently to grasp the full meaning, reae it
aloud, prolonging the pauses, not unnaturally, but as a result of
intense thinking, and note the result in your reading.
2. Memorize the following passage:
"Speak not, I passionately entreat thee, till thy thought
have silently matured itself... Cut of silence comes thy strength.
•Speech is silvern, Silence is golden; Speech is humui, Silence
is
. ,n Carlyle.divine. ' " "
Class Exercise.
Give a one-minute talk on viiat you consider the value
of pcuse in speaking and reading. Distinguish between pause
and
hesitation. Note which is the re. ull of thin^cing.
rT
14.
INPL3GTI0N
Inflection is found in all natural speech. Jt is a
modulation of the voice i^hich Consists of a change of pitch
during the eiaiesion of a vowel. It ie one of the last elements
of speech to be mastered by the foreign-born. By simply varying
this inflection in a word or a phrase, the same ?7ord or phrase
may im. ly question, v.eaknesE, inci ecisi on, affirmation, or strength.
These inflections are as follows:
1, Downward inflection denotes affirmation, and
is strong.
£. Upward inflection denotes question, doubt.
2. The circumflex iaflection is usually indicative
of indecision or weakness.
Class Exercise.
1. Give all the vowel sounds found in Unit I, with downward
inflection. Repeat with upward and circumflex, isrhich do you employ
most often in ordinary speech': Do you use too many upward inflections':
2. What is the attitude of the speaker's mind in the follow-
ing poem': Bote his attitude in the various phrases.
"Have you found your life di stt-stef ul*: Lly life did and does
smack sweet.
7as your youth of pleasure wasteful? Mine I saved and hold
complete.
Do your joys with age diminish? Then mine fail me, I'll com-
plain.
Must in death your daylight finish? I!y S'on sets to rise againr..
I find earth not gray, but rosy, heaven not grim but fair of hue
Do I stoop? I pluck a posy. Do I stand and stare" All's felue.
"At the Ilerm-Lid" Browning.
(Shakespeare supposed to be speaking.)
r
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Assignment
practise aload the following selections, using downward
inflection:
1. The Battler-field
They dropped like flakes, they dropped like stars,
li :e petblE from a rose,
Then suddenly across the June
A wine with fingers goes.
They perished in the seamless grass,—
No eye could find the piece;
But God on His repealless list
Can summon every ftce.
Emily Dickinson.
A long, decided inflection is characteristic cf strength
and earnestness (this refers to dov.nv;ard inflection)
.
Give the following poem 7,lthout regard to inflection, then
repeat it, concentrating intensely, and note the change in inflection,
£. XJe live in deeds, not years; in thoughts, not hret-ths;
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.
rTe should count time by heart-throbs. He most lives
Tho thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best.
"Festus" Bc-iley.
TThen you have given the first selec-ion sloucl a number of
times fand feel ture that it is n& tural in inflection, prepare it
to give in class.
Class Exercise.
What do you notice about the qaoted words in the following
selection when given aloud? Could these be given with upward inflectiaaB
and be natural? «
"Who dares'*—this was the patriot's cry,
As striding from the desk he came—
"Come out vvith me, in Freedom's name.
For her to live, for her to die!"
A hundred hcjads flung up reply,
A hundred voices answered, "I."
"Rising of 1776." T. E. Read
#I
r
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Assignment
Read the following selection as follows: first, read it as
though you were speaking to one person; then read it for an audience
of one thousand, ^hat chf-nge do you notice*: What do you notice
In regard to inflections': Prepare It for class v/ithout the book;
give it for a large <^ucience.
The Seminole's Reply
Blaze, ?:ith your serried columns.' I vdll not bend the knew I
The shackles ne'er again shEill bind the arm which now iB free
I've mailed it with, the thunder, vihen the tempest mutter 'd lov.;
And, where it falls, ye well may dread the lightning of its
blow!
Ye've train 'd me through the forest, ye 've track 'd me o'er the
£ tr et-m;
And, struggling through the everglede, jcur bristling bayonet
gleam;
But I stand ts should the warrior, and I'll fight ye 'till I diei
I scorn your proffered treatyJ '"he pale-face I defyi
I ne'er v.ill ask ye cuarter, and I ne'er v.ill be your slave;
But I'll swim tLe sea of slaughter, till I sink beneath its
wave J
George patten.
CHAUG3 CP PITCH
In simple conversation there is a wide ch&nge of pitch,
dependinr on the cegree of thinking and of animation. This change
of pitch ie a response to the action of the mind. Change of pitch,
which emphasizes discrimination in ideas, is necessary in spesking
in order to eliminate monotony of tone, and tt make the meaning
clearer to th«e listener.
Class Exercise.
Read the following selection without chtnge of pitch, vvith
as little vcriation as possible, anc then read it with the widest
change of pitch possible. "hich interests the audience**
#r
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The tree's leafy "bade were "borEting their "brown.
"Shall I take them away?" suic the fro£t, S7.eepiag down.
"Ho; leave them alone
Till the bic££oms have grov.n,"
Prayed the tree, while he trembled from rootlet to crown.
The tree bore his blossoms, and all the birds sung.
"Shall I take them away?" said the wind as he swung.
"No; leave them slone
Till the berries have grown,"
Said the tree, while his leaflets quivering ha.ig.
The tree bore his fruit in the midsummer glow.
Said the child, "May i gather the berries now*:"
"Yes: £ll thou canst see,
Take them; all are for thee,"
Said the tree, while he beat down his laden boughs lov..
E. Ifjornson
Assignment
.
Bring to class three or four selections widely different in
thought and feeling. Study them for ehenge of pitch and inflection.
Be prepared to give then in class as you think they should be given
to convey to the sudience the complete meaning.
Class Exercise.
The followi.-ig mechanical device is often effective in
helping ^ou to secure ch&nge of pitch:
Break a selection into phrases and clauses, without changing
the thought; pltce these phrtses and clauses on various planes of
pitch and in different places as you apeak to your audience. IJotice
the wide variety of pitch and the discrimination of ideas which you
get during the exercise.
PHRASING
TThen you concentrate on an idea, or when you receive an
impression during a pause, it causes you to group your words into
a unit which actually seems to have the value of one word when spoken.
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The idea is the central point and the related words are gathered
afcoat it. Yda phrase naturally in conversation, "bat many tines in
the reading of poetry there seems to be a tendency to break the lines
in the wrong places so that the mesniag is lest. It takes the complete
phrase, rather than the single word, to get the thought to the audience
Again you may see the value of thinking, for you phrase in proportion
to your thinking.
Class Exercise.
Read the follOAing poem, paying no attention to the breaks;
re^d it a second time, mtiking a slight pause ot each break. Do you
think it helps the phrasing': Is it phrased correctly'; If it is not,
what groups of v.ords do you think should be placed together? v.hat
v;ords shoulc" receive the most emphasis'-
Ilat ur e
C Earth.'/ Thoa has not any wind that blows/
!7hich is not music-/ev3ry v/eed of thine
Pressed rightly
—
/ flows in aromatic v;ine;/
And every humble hedgerow-flower that grows/
And evsry little brown bird/that coth sing /
Eath something greater than itself,/ and bears
A living word/ to every Itving thing,/
Albeit/ it holds the message unawares,/
All shapes and sounds/have somethiag which is not
Cf them;/ a spirit Droor's fmid the gr£.ss;/
Vague outlines of the everlasting thought
Lie in the melting shrdows/ as they pass;/
And touch of en eternal presence/ thrills
The fringes of the sunset/ and the hills./
".ichard !^.ealf.
Assignment
Bring to class five short poems which you have studied for
phrcSing. Break them up into whe.t you consid ;-r the correct phrasing,
and be reaiy to give them in cIlss, justifying your reasons for
phrasing.
If
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Assignment
.
Study very carefully the following selection. Keep in
mind good conversational form and discrimination of ideas. Give it
aloud to c.n imaginary audience. Do you phrase it correctly, and does
it sound natural v.hen you give it? !7oulc! ITebster have said it that
way?
"Inspiring auspices, this day, surround us and cheer us.
It is the aiiaiversary of the tirth of Tt-Shingt on. e should knov;
this, rven if vre htd lost our calendars, for we shoulc be reminded
of it by the shoits of ;joy and gladness. The v^hole atmosphere is
redols-'it of his name; hills and forests, rocks and rivers, echo and
re-echo his praises. All of the good, whether learned, or unlearned,
high or lov. , rich or poor, feel, this day, that there is one treasure
common to them all, and that is the fame and character of Washington.
They recount his deeds, pone sr over his p rinciples aac' teachings, and
resolve to be more and more guided by them in the future.
To tt-e olc and the young, to all born in the land, and to
all whose love of lib'rirty ht.s brought them from foreign shores to make
this the home of their ari opti on, the name of shington i£ this day
an exhilarating theme. Americans by birth are proud of his character,
and exiles from foreign shores are e. ger to participate in admiration
of him; and it is true that he is, this day, here, everywhere, all the
world over, more an object of Icve and regard than on any day since
his birth."
Webster
r
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jB:giT III
OHIGINAI CRAL COICFCSI'^ ICN
Bxposl ti on
You have ler.rnec! from your study of English composition
that an exposition is an explanation. Have you ev^r been asked
to give definite directions for arriving &t a cert&in plsce? If
yoa have, ycu know how difiieult it is to make yoarself clear; how
difficult it is to use jast the right word. Cr if yoa have ever
tried to ey-plc.in to someone else the process followed in making
somethirig vrhich you know hovv to mske, you know hov. difficult it
is to tell just hov> you do the v;ork, following each step logic&lly
from the beginning. Now it is Eeally much easier to write this
exposition than it is to give it orally, especioll^ at the first
or second attempt.
Claee 33^ercise.
Tell the students in this class how to retch the school
from the ^Teymouth Hei£-hts station. let the class follow you and
determine how many necess&ry detc,ils you ordttedj how many
unnecessary v.ords yoa used; whether or not it v/ould kave been
clear to a stranger.
Assignment
.
Bring to class a two minute exposition on one of the
following t epics
:
1. Tell us the most direct route to your home.
£. Hov, to play a game of golf.
2. Eow to pli-y a game of baseball.
rc
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4. Hov; to pl^y a game of foot-bia.ll.
5. EoTi to mcik:e •& dre£t.
6. Hovv to "baild a ctmp-fire.
7. How to ."nsraorize a poem,
8. Hov; to find & certaiTi pool in a trout stream.
9« How to find the life of a living hero.
10. How "the president of the United States is chosen.
Note: You t,re to use no slang v. ords nor poor sabEtitutes for
gocd rords. You are to add two new words to jjour speac ing vocabu-
lary.
Class Exercise.
Make a list of £ll errors in English, pronunciation,
and method of delivery. Note especially the student's choice of
words.
Assignmeut
.
Be prepared to give an exposition in class using the
blackboard for diagrams to further clt.ify your meaning. Choose
yaur own subject. Give it aloud several time^ at home before
attempting to give it in class.
cI
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Descriptl on
Here is an opportunity for you. to ase your imag-inati on,
an^ to edd a fev vrords to your vocabulary in place of those worn-
out expresEionB such ae "wonderful," "fflErvelous , " "gorgeouB,"
"a^^ful," "terrible," and "sweet." Unless you are sure you are
using these vrords correctly and you can find no synonyms for them,
don't us 6 them.
A description gives a picture; it records what the eye
sees, v.hat the nose tmells, what the ear hears, and all of your
impressions. Description gives you an opportunity for testing
your accuracy in seeing and hearing, an opportunity for pour
best choice of descriptive adjectives, and a chance to give real
pleasure to your audience, people like interesting and vivid
desc^jefripti cas
.
Class Bxereise.
Deecxibe the roiam in which you are nov, sitting, is the
description true'. Have you omitted mi ay details? Have you
taken the objects in the order of their importance':
Assignment.
Ee prepared to give a ti^o minute description on one of
the following topics. Try to use the exact word to convey your
meaning.
1. Describe a scene in the country.
2. Give a word picture of a snow scene.
3. Give an accurate description of a piece of antique
furniture you have seen recfently.
cc
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4. Give a v^ord picture of a storm.
5. ^at waE the raoEt outstanrling scene in a motion
picture you. have seen recently'
6. TTithout givi^ the name first, describe a rose.
(From your description can it be distinguished from
any other flower?)
Class Bxercise.
Try to repeat before theclasf one of the descriptions
given by one Of the other students. How near have you been able
to come to his description? Were you able to employ any of the
same words? Were there any words used which v/ere unfamiliar to
you?
Assignment.
Bring to class the best descriptive passage you can
fine, either in prose or poetry. Look especially for vivid color-
ii'ig, such as may be found in "The Highwayman," by Alfred Iloyes.
Give the best imitation you can of this descriptive passage you
have brought in. Follov. ycur oral recitation by a reading of the
original. Eov,- near have you come to it in your imitation? ^hat
nev. T^xrds have ycu learned fronthis passage?
(I
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) H) ARGUMENT
When we try to reason out what we think is true or
right, we employ a type of composition known as argument. It is
well to rememter that ergiiment is not contentiousness. Argument
is that type of reasoning which persuades or convinces someone.
It should c&rry with it the pov;er of analysis,
Abraham Lincolri developed this povrer of analysis to a
high degree. The follDwing has been said of him: "Mr, Lincoln's
mind ran back behinc facts, principles, and all things, to their
origin and first cause, — to that point where forces act at once
as effect and cause. He would stop in the street and analyse a
machiae, Ee would whittle a thing to a point, and then count the
^
^
numberless inclined planes and their pitch making the point-
Clocks, omnibuses, language, paddle-wheels, and idioms never
escaped hie observation and analysis. Before he could form an
idea of anything, before he would express his opinion on a subject,
he must knov. its origin and history in substance and quality,
in magnitude and gravity. He must know it inside and outside,
upside anc; downside. ... Ee wus remorseless in his analysis of facts
and principles. Then all these exhaustive processes had been gone
through with he could form an idea and express it, but no sooner,
Ee hc-d no faith and no respect for 'say so's,' corns though they
might from tradition or authority. Thus everything had to run
through the crucible and be tested by the fires of his analytic
mind; and when at last he did spe^k, his utterances rang out
with the clear and keen ring of gold upon the counters of the under
standing. He reasoned logie&lly through analogy and comparison.
fc
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"All opponents dre£.ded hi£ originality of idea, his condensation,
definition and force of expression; and woe te to the man vsho
hugged tc his bosom a secret error if Lincoln got on the chase of
it •..Time coula hide the error in no nook or c_rner of space in
which he woalc not detect and expose it."
Class 3xercise.
Read over the above quotation about Lincoln and state
wherein you think these above-mentioned qualities might be necessary
in argument.
Assignment.
Come to class prepared to give a two minute argument
on any of the follov. ing topics*.
1. That interclase athletics be abandoned.
2. That motioa pictures depicting crime are detriment-
al to youth,
3. That summer vac&tions be eliraa ni- tec'
.
4. That the school offer a course in forestry.
6. ""hat the Boy Scouts be given school credits in
recognition of their outsicle activities.
6. That all school clubs be abolished.
7. That every student be compelled to leorn to swim.
8. That domestic sciirnce be compulsory for girls
Class Exercise.
Tell why you were not convinced by one of the arguments given
in class. ^Therein did the student fail to persuade you or to change
your mind?
(c
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Assignment.
Come to cl£Be prepared to defend a preference suggested
by one of the followiiAg:
1. ClassioE such as ^re read in school vs. popular
ficti on.
2. Baseball ve.golf.
S. The profession I ha\'e chcsen vs. any other.
4. This high school vs. a private academy.
5. paying for school books vs. having them supplied
by the city.
6. The vacuum cleaner vs. the broom.
7. Free voice training in school vs. private lessons
in the same subject.
8. Sunday baseball vs. Sunday theatres.
m
G
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HAHRATIVS
The relating of qh incident, an experience, or the telling
of a story i£ called narration.
Class 3xercise.
Tell in yoar ovrn words, the Bt:ry of a motion picture
you kave recently seen, or a story you htve heard.
Assi gnmeut
.
Be prepared to relate an experience you have had rece.itly.
l!ake it interesting, exciting, and vivid.
Note: We spend but little time on the original narrative
as the ne^t tv.o units iare e tor^ -telling. The stories are so
arranged the t the student g^ts more benefit from the historical
and mythological stories than from the original coijpositi ons
r«
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UNITS lY and Y
irSTEOD: The next two terms (fourteen ^eeks) are given
over to story-telling. There are fourteen lessons, one period
a week. This gives each student a chance to tell three complete
stories, and to memorize the last one, or the one he chooses
as the best, to be used on the program. 3ach student makes his
own choice, provider he makes his selection from the best collec-
tions of hiLtory, folk-lore, and mythology. No other types of
stories are studied in this course. The reason for this limited
choice is th&t the course is arranged for first-year students.
Many of these students are taking ancient history and L£tin.
The stories from the Greek myths have & direct bearing on the
other sub;;*ects.
After the student has reached the point where he is
ready to give his memorized story, he receiver individual work
in the application of phrasing, pause, cht :ige of pitch, inflection
and the correction of any outstanding faults or mannerisms he
may have.
In this man;.er the students in the els ss have an
opportunity to hear a great many stories, and in their search fior
something which they like particularly, they read sometimes ten
stories before ma'.ring a choice. The student is thus intr o^Zuc ec^
rather pleaaantly to Beowulf, The Niberlungerlied , the Greek and
Roman gods, Cdin, and other mythological characters with whom he
should have an acquaintance.
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A progrEjn made ap entirely of Greek myths is given
in an assembly. This is the student's first public appearance
The othsr programs v»hich follov; are mtOe up of miseell£neous
stories from the af oreraent ionec" collections.

30.
^ In chooeing :.our ttory, the following siiggestions
may be helpful:
1. You. are to be able to t«ll three stories in ycur
own words.
2. If the author uses any words that you find unusual,
try to use them in re-telling your etory. You
may fine theai useful some (3 ay.
5. Be sure to choose at least one Greek myth.
A. There are many reasons for being acquainted
with these myths. A few of the reasons
are as follov.s:
a. Te see today things which we
would not have seen if it had
not b e-n for the Greeks.
b. We have Greek type? of archi-
tecture.
c. !7e hove Greek statues.
d. The Greeks were responsible for
the beginnings of miuthemat i cs
aad geometry.
e. They were resyoasible for the
beginiiings of geography and
as t JL onomy.
f. They were responsible for our
laws, freedom, polities,
g. As you go through life, you will
find ratny references from the
ei-rliest poets, anc references
to other Greek hapi^enings, in
your rei^ding. You should, there-
fore, become acquainted with
some of thete people no-;;.
Vf
e
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The follov.ing liS' of stories from v;hieh to chocee,
is simply a t agg.e£tion. Yoii mty find eollectioriS even "better than
these:
Stories of Greece ang Home
from "Orpheus and. his lute" by E. M. I. Hutchinson
1. "The Well in the Forest"
2. "The Coming of Zeus"
3. "Prometheus the Firebringor"
4. "Deucalion's Flood"
5. "Hov Apollo Ge-me to Delphi"
•6. "prince Cadmus of Phoenicia"
7. "Prometheus Unbound!"
8. "Orpheus of the Underworld"
from "The Eeroes," by Chf-..rles Zi.'igsley
1. "How Perseus and His Ilother Cf.T.e to Seriphos"
2. "How Perseus Yowed a Rash Vow"
2. "How Perseus Slew the Gorgon"
4. "How Perseus Came to the AethiopS"
5» "How Perseus Came Home Again"
6. "Hor; the Centaur Trained the Eeroes in pelion"
7. "Ho?,- They Built the Ship 'Argo ' in lolccs"
8. "How the Arhonauts were Driven into an Unknovrn Sea"
9. "How Theseus Lifted the Stone"
10. "How Theseus Slev. the Ilinotaur"
11. "How Theseus Fell by his iride"
cc
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from "The Wond er -Book , " IJath&niel Eav.thorne
1. "The Gorgon's Head"
2. "The Golden Touch
5, "The paradise of Children"
4. "The Three Golden Apples"
5. "The MiracalouE Pitcher"
6. ."The Chimaera"
from "The Golden Fleece, " Padraic Colum
1. "The Youth Jason"
2. "King Pelias"
2, "Demeter and Persephone"
p 4. "Atalanta'E Race"
6. "Medea the Sorceress"
6. "Medea Comes to Circe"
7. "Atalanta the Himtress"
8. "Peleus and flis Bride the Sea"
9. "The Life and Labors of Heracles"
from "Children of the Dawr;" by Slsie Finnimore Buckley
1. "The Riddle of the Sphinx"
2. "Eros and psyche"
3. "Hero and Leander"
4. "The Sacrifice of Alcestis"
5. "The Curse of 3cho"
6. "The Sculptor and the Image"
P 7. "The Divine Musician"
8. "The Flight of Arethusa"
9. "Paris and Aenone"
r
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other Stories
"The Old Norse 17onaer Tales," "by Annie Klingensmith
1. "loke"
2. "Thor"
2. "Thor and Hymer"
4. "Thor's Fight with Hrangner"
5. "The Apples of Idun"
6. "Sigurd the Voleu.ng"
7. "King Olaf"
8. "King Olaf"
9. "Siegfried with the Horay S'^in"
10. "Stories of the Kibelongen"
"Stories of Kcrse Eeroes," toy S. M, Tilmot
1. "How All-Ffther Qdiee Became TTise"
2. "How Sigmund Fought his Last Battle"
3. "How Sigurd Slew the Dragon"
4. "How Sigurd \7on the Hand of Brunhild"
"Swords of the Vikings" "by Julia Davis Adams
1. " The Five Advent /.res of Hading"
2. "The TTarrior princess"
3. "Amleth, prince of Denmark"
4. "Uffe the Silent"
5. "A Viking's Death"
6. "The Tvoria that Is"
7. "The World that is to be"
fc
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PART II
ORAL INT ERPH STATION OP LIT3HATUHB
This course is arranged for students taking speech
training the second year. This course and the course in debate
axiC. parliamentary law are elective. Students taking one of t^ese
courses may take the other the third year.
ni
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TOUT I
IMAGINATION ; In order to fully appreciate the values
of literature, it is necessary for you to use your imagination.
To emphasize only the intellectual side in your literary studies
means to get only half the mea.iing from your studies. The emotional
side must "be aroused as ?.ell. Imagination turns drth drudgery to
creative beauty. All genuine appreciation of art and literature
is dapendent upon the exercise of the imagination.
An excellent means of training the imagination is through
the study of literature. Perhaps one of the simplest methods of
beginning the training is throu£h the study of the lyric.
The lyric is a poem containing the eleiLent^of song. It is
subjective rather than objective; that is, it presents a mood or
an emotion such as love, sorrow, admiration for nature, or v;orship.
It is usually short, concentrtit ed, and of exquisite beauty. Some
of our fine.-t lyric forms are found in psalms, hymns, and songs.
In the correct reading of a lyric, the whole body seems to
respond in thinking and feeling. The voice becomes more flexible
and seems to take on a ne-- and richer quality.
Class Exercise
Each member of the class read the following
.
for appreciative
understanding. Is there any change in your voice as your apprecia-
tion of the poem increases?
c
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And what i£ so rare a£ a day in June?
Then, if ever, come pariect days;
Then Eeaven tries the earth if it be in tune,
And over it softly her warm ear lays:
Aether we look, or whether we listen,
7e hear life murmur, or see it glisten,
Every clod feels a stir of might.
An instinct within il that reaches and towers.
And, groping blindly above it for light,
Climbs to a soul in grass and flov.ers;
The little bird sits at his door in the sun,
Atilt like a blossom among the leaves.
And lets his illumined being o'errun
With the del^-ge of summer it receives,
Lowell
.
Assignment
Memorize a short lyric poem to give in class. Note what
changes take place as you five it at home. Does your mind take
in the thought and feeling? Af you gi^ e it, do you notice any
difference in your voice, —that is in tone colcr, or quality?
Class j^xerciee
Read a lyric aloud giving only Vtords. Note the harsh
or"dead" tone in the voice. Now try to get a vivid picture of
the author's meaning, of what he is trying to present, put
yourself in place of the poet when he was inspired to ?.rite that
lyric.
Class Sxercise.
Eave you ever heard a Psalm read in such a manner that you
wanted to hear it again? VThsn you have heard one read well, you
may want to read them yourself for pleasure.
Rear the follov.iug in two jrays, and note the difference in
the voice, in the imaginative appreciation, and in the general
interpretation when it is read with thinking and feeling:
(
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"How araiatle are thy tabernacles,
0 Lord of Hosts:
soul longeth, yea, even fainteth for the courts of
the Lord;
I-Iy heart and my flesh cry out unto the living God.
Yaa, the sparrow hath found her an house,
And the swallow a nest for herself, whero she :nay lay
her young,
3ven thine altars, C Lord of hosts,
L!y King, and my God.
Blessed are they that dv»ell in thy house;
They will be still praising thee (Selah.)
psalm LXXKIY
Class Assignment
The thought brought out in the following poem gives an
excellent example of the result of lack of imagination and the
presence of imagination; learn the poem:
The one with yawning made reply:
"^at have we seen? Uct much have IJ
Trees, meadows, mountains, groves, anc, streams.'
Blue sky and clouds, and sunny gleams."
The other, smiling, said the same,
But with face transfigured and eye of flame;
"Trees, meadows, mountains, groves, and streams.
Blue sky and clouds, and sunny gleams."
Brooks.
One is like the high school student who sees nothing in poetry;
the other is like the student who sees with open mind and heart.
Class Exercise
Read the following passage over several times and then
try to give to the class, in a few words, what you got from the
passage. Which student seems to get the most from his reading?
Why?
cc
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"Poetry is the record of the "best and happiest moments
of the happiest and best minds. We are av.are of evanescent
visitations of thought and feeling sometimes associated with
place or person, sometimes regarding oar own mind alone, and
always arising unforeseen and departing unbidden, but elevating
and delightful beyong all expression; so that even in the desire
and the regret they leave, there cannot be but pleasure, partici-
pating as it does in the nature of its ob^'ect."
Prom the "Defense of Poetry," by Shelley.
Clase Assignment
Take the above selection ?;hich you studied in class and
be prepared to give a three minute talk on the ideas which you
have on the same subject.
cc
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UHIT II
This course of seven lessons deals entirely with
the stady of American poets as taken up in pancoast's "American
Literature." The work in speech training- is applied directly
to the work done in connection with these poets. The following
method is employed:
are
1. The lives and works of two poets / taken up in
each lesson.
£. 3ach student memorizes a poem tv one of these
authors. The student also makes himself familiar .vith the poet's
life. If the poem is long, the student is allowed two weeks, or
two lessons on it.
3. At the end of the seven weeks' term, each student
must "be able to give at least three poems from the tetter known
of the American poets, and must be familiar v;ith a few facts of
the life of each.
4. In this manner, the class as a whole makes a
fairly good acquaintance with the poets.
5. The poets studied are as follows: Longfellow,
Whittier, Lowell, Bryant. Holmes, Smerson, Poe, and some of
the lesser poets included in Pancoast.
»
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UHIT III
ThiB course is handled in the same manner as Unit II,
but the students mafce a study of the modern poets. However,
in this term some attention is paid to the style of writing,
the type of verse, rhythm, and metre.
The Anthologies of Modern Yerse, as arranged by Louis
Untermeyer, are used.
At the close of the seven weeks' term each student has
carefully vrorked out at least one poem by Amy Lowell, Robert Frost,
or Edward Arlington Hobinson, and two poems by any other of the
better known moderns.
Each stadent receives individual attention in his work.
Bote: In this work on poetry, the speech art is emphasized;
careful attention is paid to delivery, tone production,
and general manner cf presentation.
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UUITS IV and 7
The last two terms are spent entirely on the memorization
of stories for platform work. Bach student memorizes at least
one short story during the term. Ee receives individual training
on the story. Ee gives a part of it in class each week, receives
criticism, and works out the corrections for the next lesson. In
this manner, the class "benefits by the corrective work given him.
Special attention is paid to the following points:
1. iirticulation and enunciation
2. Phrasing
S. Pause
5. Change of Pitch
6. Characterization
The student makes his own choice from t;ny of the tetter
collections of short stories. In this manner the student reads a
great many more than he Vfoulc ordinarily.
One lesson is given on the arrangiag or "cutting" of a
short story to make it adaptable to platform work.
The following list of authors from which the students have
chosen their work has proved most satisfactory:
Andrev*8, Mary H. S.
Bunner, E. C.
Child, Richard '"ashburn
Coppee, Francois
Dickens, Charles
Doyle, ixrthur Conan
Freeman, Mary 'Tilkins
Earris, Joel Chandler
Eearn, Lafcadio
Kipling, Rudyard
C. Benry
Page, Thomas Kelson,
cc
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Stuart, Ruth McEnery
Tarkington, Booth
Van Dyke, Eenry
White, Tilliam ^11 sn
These stories are assimilated for platform presentation
ana the best are selected for a series of programs to he given in
ass embly
•
Uote: In this course special attenticn is paid to the
assimilation of the story. The student is taught the
difference tet^'een assimilation and memorization "before
he reaches this point in the work, hut the need for
thorough and ea£y assimilation is seen here more readily
thaa in the poetry v.ork.
cI
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PART III
This coarse is offered for those taking speech
training the second year. It is elective and may be chosaa in place
of the course in Cral Interpretation of literature, or may be taken
the third year after the other course has been taken.
ff
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UBIT I
The various types of speeches are taken up here as follows;
!• Speech of introduction
2, " " pre sentut ion
S. " " acceptc..nce
4, Sulogy
5, xi ft er -dinner speech
6, Formal address.
Unit II. Ill, and IV
Debating; The course in dehating covars a period of
approximately twenty-one weeks. The work is taken up as follows*.
1. The student receives a mimeographed copy of
a brief.
2. A careful study of the hrief is made.
2, Topics are chotanfor debate
4. " " first discussed in class.
6* Teams are formed of six--three affirmative and
three negative.
7. Sach student is given an issue, or an issue is
split.
8. The student is then ready to make his own brief,
9. Each student sa.ected for the public debates is
i
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9. (cont.) given individaal coaching,
UNIT V
The last seven week's course is given over to the study
of parliamentary lav;. The book used is "Textbook on parlia-
mentary Law," by Hall and Sturgis.
The following points are taken up and class exercises
given in order that the student may acquire ease in the practise
of the subject:
1, The presentation of a. motion.
a. The eight points are memorized and each
student is given an opportunity to act as
chairman
.
2. The classification of motions.
a. The student is requested to be familiar
with the kinds most commonly .used.
3. Amendments.
a. Ho7. to make an amendment.
b. " " amend an amendment,
point of Order
a. parliamentary Inquiry
b. Request for Information.
4. Debate
a. What motions are debatable and what are not.
h. How to close debate (move the previous
question)
c. How tc extend the limits of debate.
i€
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5. Voting.
a, putting the question,
t. Kinds of votes.
This hrief course closes with a class demonstration
of all the points studied up to the seventh week.
1 •
1
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than he admits
•
9. "Principles of public Speaking" Guy C. Lee
3xcellent material and written in scholarly style
—
a good book in its day.
10. "I!anual of Argumentation" .....Laycoek and Spofford
Old and worn-out
11. "Oral English and Debate" Lyman Fort
An excellent book. The author knew what to say on
the subject, when to say it, and when to stop.
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